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In brief

Genetic fine-mapping across the IKZF1

gene revealed a variant associated with

childhood ALL that contributes to the

increased risk of this disease in Hispanic/

Latino individuals. The ALL risk allele

reduces enhancer activity and IKZF1

expression specifically in B cell

progenitors, likely resulting in stalled

B cell development and an increased risk

of ALL.
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SUMMARY
Hispanic/Latino children have the highest risk of acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) in the US compared to
other racial/ethnic groups, yet the basis of this remains incompletely understood. Through genetic fine-map-
ping analyses, we identified a new independent childhoodALL risk signal near IKZF1 in self-reported Hispanic/
Latino individuals, but not in non-Hispanic White individuals, with an effect size of �1.44 (95% confidence in-
terval = 1.33–1.55) and a risk allele frequency of�18% in Hispanic/Latino populations and <0.5% in European
populations. This risk allele was positively associatedwith Indigenous American ancestry, showed evidence of
selection in human history, andwas associatedwith reduced IKZF1 expression.We identified a putative causal
variant in a downstream enhancer that is most active in pro-B cells and interacts with the IKZF1 promoter. This
variant disrupts IKZF1 autoregulation at this enhancer and results in reduced enhancer activity in B cell progen-
itors. Our study reveals a genetic basis for the increased ALL risk in Hispanic/Latino children.
INTRODUCTION

The incidenceof certain cancer types variesamong specific racial/

ethnic groups. Understanding the causes of this variation will be

essential for attempts to alleviate healthdisparities and reveal etio-

logic insights.1 One notable example of such variation is acute

lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL), the most common malignancy in

children, for which self-reported Hispanic/Latino individuals have

the greatest risk in the United States—an approximately 1.3-fold

increased incidence compared to non-Hispanic White children.2
C
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
This difference rises to >2-fold in adolescents and young adults

(AYAs).1,3Moreover, Hispanic/Latino patientswith ALL have lower

overall survival compared tonon-HispanicWhite patients, evenaf-

ter accounting for social determinants of health.4–6 Intriguingly, the

disparity in ALL incidence appears to be principally attributable to

the B cell ALL immunophenotype,7,8 suggesting the possibility of

specific underlying biological mechanisms.

Genome-wide association studies (GWASs) have identified

several well-replicated single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs)

associatedwith childhoodALL risk, including variants near genes
ell Genomics 4, 100526, April 10, 2024 ª 2024 The Author(s). 1
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Figure 1. Novel childhood ALL risk locus at IKZF1 is associated with Indigenous American ancestry and demonstrates ancient origins and

positive selection in Hispanic/Latino populations

(A–C) LocusZoom plots showing an approximately 600 Mb region at chromosome 7p12.2 centered on the IKZF1 gene region (±250 kb) from (A) signal 1, the

unconditional GWAS of childhood ALL in Hispanic/Latino individuals; (B) signal 2, results conditioned on the lead SNP (rs4917017) in signal 1; and (C) signal 3,

results conditioned on lead SNPs in signals 1 (rs4917017) and 2 (rs10272724), identifying the novel ALL risk locus tagged by lead SNP rs76880433. Diamond

symbols in purple indicate the lead SNP in each locus. Color of remaining SNPs is based on linkage disequilibrium (LD) in the admixed American superpopulation

in the 1KG Project (which includes Mexican ancestry in Los Angeles [MXL], Peruvian in Lima, Peru [PEL], Colombian, and Puerto Rican populations) as measured

by r2 with the lead SNP in each signal. All coordinates are in genome build hg38.

(D) The rs76880433 risk allele T is positively associated with Indigenous American ancestry among Hispanic/Latino cases and controls in the California Cancer

Record Linkage Project ALL GWAS. Error bars correspond to standard errors.

(E) Frequency of the haplotype derived from Indigenous American ancestry at IKZF1 signal 3 is significantly higher in childhood ALL cases than controls among

Hispanic/Latino individuals.

(F) Mapping the origins of the putative causal rs1451367 SNPwith shotgun sequencing data of ancient DNA samples suggests the mutation arose at least 12,700

years ago.

(G) Reconstructed genealogies in 1KG populations provide evidence for positive selection at the haplotype containing signal 3 lead SNP rs76880433 only in

Hispanic/Latino populations (MXL and PEL) but not in European (IBS) or East Asian (CHS) populations.
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involved inB cell development andhematopoiesis such as IKZF1,

ARID5B, CEBPE, andGATA3.9–12 Several ALL risk alleles have a

higher frequency in Hispanic/Latino populations than in individ-

uals of predominantly European ancestry, in particular atARID5B

and GATA313,14; the risk allele frequencies (RAFs) of these SNPs

have also been positively correlated with Indigenous American

(IAM) ancestry proportions,13,15,16 as have the RAF and effect

size of SNPs atERG, another key regulator of hematopoiesis.16,17

However, the three aforementioned risk loci fail to explainmost of

the disparity in ALL risk in Hispanic/Latino individuals. Moreover,

the effect sizes of other known ALL GWAS loci do not differ sub-

stantially between Hispanic/Latino and non-Hispanic White indi-

viduals, and it is likely that additional genetic loci or variantswithin

known loci contribute to the increasedALL risk in Hispanic/Latino

individuals.

In a recent trans-ancestry GWAS of childhood ALL, we iden-

tified multiple SNP associations at the IKZF1 gene locus at

chromosome 7p12.2.18,19 However, the total number of risk

variants present at IKZF1, the causal variants underlying their

association, the relevant cell types in which they operate, and

their underlying mechanisms have not been examined. To
2 Cell Genomics 4, 100526, April 10, 2024
address this, we carried out fine-mapping of the IKZF1 region

in self-reported (see STAR Methods) Hispanic/Latino, non-His-

panic White, and East Asian childhood ALL cases and controls,

followed by functional analysis of putative causal variants.

RESULTS

Novel IKZF1 association in Hispanic/Latino children
In a GWAS of childhood ALL in self-reported Hispanic/Latino

individuals (1,878 cases, 8,441 controls) from the California Can-

cer Records Linkage Project (CCRLP) (Table S1), we identified

109 genome-wide significant SNPs at IKZF1, with the top SNP,

rs4917017 (odds ratio [OR] = 1.41, p = 2.05 3 10�17), located in

the promoter region (‘‘signal 1’’) (Figure 1A; Table S2). There was

a second distinct association peak (‘‘signal 2’’) spanning the

IKZF1 30 end. Adjusting for the signal 1 lead SNP, only signal 2 re-

mained genome-wide significant with the top SNP, rs10272724

(OR = 1.29, p = 4.393 10�9), which is not in linkage disequilibrium

(LD) with rs4917017 (r2 = 0.002) in admixed American (AMR) indi-

viduals in the 1000Genomes Project (1KG) (Figure 1B). These two

ALL risk loci were reported previously.9,10,20



Table 1. Marginal and conditional association test results for the lead IKZF1 SNPs at three independent childhood ALL association

signals in Hispanic/Latino individuals in the California Cancer Records Linkage Project

IKZF1 SNP rsID

(GWAS signal)

Chromosome

7 location

(bp, hg38)

Risk

allele

RAF Marginal test Conditional test 1a Conditional test 2b

Overall Cases Controls OR (95% CI) p value OR (95% CI) p value OR (95% CI) p value

rs4917017

(signal 1)

50295636 A 0.437 0.569 0.407 1.41 (1.33–

1.49)

2.05 3

10�17

– – – –

rs10272724

(signal 2)

50409515 C 0.268 0.300 0.260 1.30 (1.22–

1.39)

7.49 3

10�10

1.29 (1.20–

1.37)

4.39 3 10�9 – –

rs76880433

(signal 3)

50384350 T 0.153 0.267 0.127 1.37 (1.27–

1.46)

1.62 3

10�10

1.22 (1.12–

1.32)

8.43 3 10�5 1.44 (1.33–

1.55)

4.67 3

10�11

RAF, risk allele frequency; CI, confidence interval.
aIn conditional test 1, the association tests were repeated adjusting for the genotype of SNP rs4917017 (lead SNP in signal 1).
bIn conditional test 2, the association tests were repeated adjusting for the genotype of both SNP rs4917017 (lead SNP in signal 1) and SNP

rs10272724 (lead SNP in signal 2).
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Adjusting for signals 1 and 2 revealed a third, independent

genome-wide significant peak (‘‘signal 3’’) spanning the 30

end of IKZF1 in Hispanic/Latino individuals (Figure 1C). The

signal 3 lead SNP rs76880433 (OR = 1.44, p = 4.67 3 10�11)

was not in LD with the signal 1 (rs4917017, r2 = 0.09) or signal

2 (rs10272724, r2 = 0.07) lead SNP in AMR individuals; indeed,

signal 3 SNP rs76880433 risk allele T and signal 2 SNP

rs10272724 risk allele C lie on opposite haplotypes. The effect

size of rs76880433 was increased when adjusting for both sig-

nals 1 and 2 (Table 1). We explored potential epistatic effects

between the three lead SNPs in Hispanic/Latino individuals

but found no evidence of any significant SNP-SNP interactions,

although our power to detect an effect was likely limited.

In non-Hispanic White individuals (1,162 cases, 57,341 con-

trols), therewasasinglegenome-widesignificantpeak (FigureS1);

top SNP rs17133805 is in near-perfect LD with the Hispanic/

Latino signal 2 lead SNP (rs10272724, r2 = 0.995) in European in-

dividuals. Adjusting for rs17133805 revealed a second peak at the

IKZF1 promoter region with top SNP rs9886239 (OR = 1.20, p =

4.01 3 10�5), which is in LD with the Hispanic/Latino signal 1

lead SNP (rs4917017, r2 = 0.88) in European individuals. Adjusting

for rs17133805 and rs9886239 revealed no further significant loci.

In East Asian individuals (318 cases, 5,017 controls), therewere no

genome-wide significant SNPs, but there appeared to be two in-

dependent risk loci at the 30 end of IKZF1 (Figure S2).

Thus, Hispanic/Latino children are unique in having three in-

dependent IKZF1 risk loci for ALL, as non-Hispanic White indi-

viduals lacked the association signal 3 identified by rs76880433

in Hispanic/Latino individuals that confers >1.4-fold increased

odds for developing ALL. SNP rs76880433 is relatively com-

mon in AMR (RAF = 17.7%) and East Asian (18.9%) individuals

in the Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD v.4.0) but rare

in non-Finnish European individuals (RAF = 0.2%), with the

highest reported RAF (50.0%) in Indigenous American individ-

uals in the Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP). Similarly,

the signal 1 lead SNP rs4917017 has a higher RAF in AMR indi-

viduals (43.2%) than in non-Finnish European individuals

(29.5%) and an even higher frequency (75.0%) in Indigenous

American individuals in the HGDP. The signal 2 lead SNP

rs10272724, on the other hand, has similar RAFs across AMR

(23.3%), non-Finnish European (27.1%), and Indigenous Amer-
ican (24.0%) individuals. Given the large RAF differences for

two of the IKZF1 signal lead SNPs, genetic variation at IKZF1

likely contributes to the increased incidence of ALL in

Hispanic/Latino children, particularly in the case of the signal

tagged by rs76880433, which is almost completely absent in

European populations.

To explore the extent to which all of these variants in the IKZF1

locus contribute to risk disparities, we calculated an IKZF1 ge-

netic risk score (GRS) comprising the lead independent risk

variants in Hispanic/Latino (n = 3) and non-Hispanic White indi-

viduals (n = 2) weighted by their corresponding marginal or con-

ditional effect estimates (Figure S3). Remarkably, the proportion

of the variance in ALL risk explained on the liability scale

by GRSIKZF1 was >3-fold higher in Hispanic/Latino (pseudo-

R2 = 0.194) than in non-Hispanic White children (pseudo-R2 =

0.062), although further analysis in independent datasets will

be needed to determine more accurate estimates of the variance

in ALL risk explained.

Next, we assessed the RAF of the three independent Hispanic/

Latino ALL risk variants among 335 Hispanic/Latino childhood

ALL cases from the Children’s Oncology Group/St. Jude Chil-

dren’s Research Hospital studies with available leukemia molec-

ular subtype information.17 For signal 3 lead SNP rs76880433,

there was a higher RAF in BCR::ABL1 (RAF = 0.40), Ph-like

(0.43), and TCF3::PBX1 (0.53) subtypes compared to ETV6::

RUNX1 (0.19), high hyperdiploid (0.26), hypodiploid (0.31), and

KMT2A-rearranged (0.18) subtypes, a pattern that was signifi-

cantly different from the expected distribution (chi-squared

goodness of fit, p = 0.0001) and was not seen for signal 1

(rs4917017) or signal 2 (rs10272724) lead SNPs (p = 0.072 and

0.34, respectively) (Figure S4). It is interesting to note that these

patterns of acquired driver mutations do differ compared to what

has been reported with germline coding variation in IKZF1 that

predisposes to ALL.21

Association of IKZF1 RAF and effect size with IAM
ancestry
Given that the third independent ALL risk allele at IKZF1 was

largely absent in European populations, we suspected that it

may have derived from Indigenous American haplotypes among

Hispanic/Latino individuals, who harbor varying extents of
Cell Genomics 4, 100526, April 10, 2024 3
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admixture from European, African, and IAM ancestries.22 Among

Hispanic/Latino individuals in our study, admixture analysis re-

vealed, on average, estimated 28.0% IAM, 67.6% European,

and 4.4% African global genetic ancestry proportions (Fig-

ure S5). Both signal 1 (rs4917017) and signal 3 (rs76880433)

lead SNP risk alleles were significantly positively correlated

with global IAM ancestry proportions, whereas the signal 2 lead

SNP (rs10272724) showed no correlation (Table S3; Figure 1D).

Signal 3 SNP rs76880433 showed the greatest correlation with

IAMancestry,with similar estimates inHispanic/Latino cases (es-

timate = 0.296, p = 3.283 10�39) and controls (estimate = 0.283,

p = 1.763 10�38). The highest RAF for rs76880433was in individ-

uals withR50% IAM ancestry (Figure S6).

Analysis of local ancestry across IKZF1 revealed a significantly

higher frequency of the Indigenous American haplotype at signal

3 in cases than in controls (p = 8.783 10�7) (Figure 1E). Further-

more, we found an increasing effect size of the signal 3 lead SNP

with increasing numbers of the Indigenous American haplotype

at this locus, a pattern not seen for the lead SNPs in signals 1

or 2 (Table S4).

Fine-mapping causal variants
Statistical fine-mapping identified three credible sets of

causal variants in Hispanic/Latino individuals, with 44 putative

causal variants underlying the three distinct IKZF1 risk signals

(Table S5; Figure S7). Credible set 1 contained 10 variants in LD

with the GWAS signal 3 lead SNP (rs76880433), one of which,

rs1451367, overlapped a putative functional regulatory element.

This variant is in high LD with rs76880433 (r2 > 0.96 in AMR indi-

viduals) and is located downstream of IKZF1 in a regulatory re-

gion defined by histone modification peaks. Credible set 2,

anchored by the signal 2 lead SNP (rs10272724), contained 23

SNPs, of which 4 overlapped the same functional element,

including rs17133807 that is located only 26 bp away from

rs1451367 (Figure S8). As with tagging SNPs rs76880433 and

rs10272724, the rs1451367 and rs17133807 risk alleles reside

on opposing haplotypes. Credible set 3 contained 11 variants in

LDwith the signal 1 leadSNP rs4917017,with 3 variantsmapping

to within 10 kb of the IKZF1 promoter.

All 44SNPsacross the three credible sets identified inHispanic/

Latino individuals plus SNP rs4917017 had statistically significant

effects onwhole-blood IKZF1 expression (Figure S9; Table S6). In

Mexican American children and in children with >50% IAM

ancestry (IAMHigh), ALL risk-increasing allele rs4917017-A and

lead SNPs from credible set 1 rs76880433-T and rs1451367-T

were associated with lower IKZF1 expression, whereas credible

set 2/signal 2 lead SNP rs10272724-C conferred an increase in

whole-blood transcript levels (Figure S9; Table S6). Similarly, the

ATT haplotype (rs4917017-A, rs76880433-T, rs10272724 non-

risk allele T), which was common in Mexican American children

(22.6%) and IAMHigh children (26.2%) but rare in those with

<10% IAM ancestry (1.3%), was associated with decreased

IKZF1 expression, whereas the GCC haplotype was positively

associated with IKZF1 levels (Table S7). Results did not

change when constructing haplotypes with rs1451367 instead

of rs76880433. Fewvariants had significant effects on the expres-

sion of other nearby genes. In contrast to our results in Mexican

American children, credible set 1 SNPs rs76880433 and
4 Cell Genomics 4, 100526, April 10, 2024
rs1451367 were not identified as expression quantitative trait

loci (eQTLs) either in theGenotype-TissueExpression (GTEx)proj-

ect23 or in the eQTLGen Consortium,24 as these include predom-

inantly individuals with European ancestry. However, in an im-

mune-cell-specific eQTL dataset in Japanese individuals,

ImmuNexUT,25 rs76880433 and rs1451367were both associated

with reduced IKZF1 expression, most significantly in B cells

(Table S8). SNP rs4917017 was associated with reduced whole-

blood expression of IKZF1 in both the GTEx and eQTLGen,

whereas in contrast with results in Mexican American children,

rs10272724 was associated with reduced whole-blood expres-

sion of IKZF1 in eQTLGen (likely due to the lack of impact of the

Indigenous American haplotype on IKZF1 expression in this data-

set) (Table S8). Therefore, it is likely that all three ALL risk alleles

identified reduce IKZF1 expression, but inMexicanAmerican chil-

dren, the impact of different haplotypes harboring rs76880433

and rs10272724 might confound the impact on expression of

the latter allele.

In non-Hispanic White individuals, genetic fine-mapping iden-

tified two credible sets (Figure S7). Credible set 2 included 23

variants spanning the IKZF1 promoter, including rs4917017

and all 11 of the credible set 3 variants in Hispanic/Latino

individuals. Two of the variants, rs11765436 and rs11761922,

reside within the IKZF1 promoter region and are in strong LD

(r2 > 0.92) with the tagging SNP rs4917017 (Table S5). In East

Asian individuals, there was one credible set of 13 variants,

including all 10 variants in Hispanic/Latino credible set 1.

Selection analyses
We next sought to understand more about when the childhood

ALL risk locus (signal 3) tagged by the putative causal variant

rs1451367 and enriched in Hispanic/Latino and East Asian pop-

ulations may have arisen in human history. The oldest previously

sequenced Indigenous American individual (Anzick, 12,700

years old) was heterozygous for the rs1451367 risk allele, sup-

porting the idea that the SNP was present in the first migrants

who entered the Americas �13,000 years ago. Importantly,

many ancient individuals in a variety of locations in the Americas

appeared to carry the risk allele (Figure 1F; Table S9).26

We examined signatures of positive selection at IKZF1

and found evidence for selection at the signal 3 lead SNP

rs76880433 in Hispanic/Latino populations (MXL [Mexican

ancestry in Los Angeles], p = 2.9 3 10�3; PEL [Peruvian in

Lima, Peru], p = 5.3 3 10�3) but not in European (IBS [Iberian

populations in Spain], p = 0.97) or East Asian (CHS [Southern

Han Chinese], p = 0.31) populations (Figure 1G; Table S10).

The estimated ages for this variant range from 28 to 52 ka based

on the genealogies. The putative functional variant rs1451367,

in high LD with rs76880433, had much older age estimates

(130–260 ka) and, consequently, more modest evidence of se-

lection (p = 0.03 in PEL, 0.12 in MXL). The lead SNPs at signals

1 and 2, rs4917017 and rs10272724, showed no evidence of se-

lection (p > 0.05).

Functional assessment of Hispanic/Latino ALL risk
variant
Having identified the signal 3 causal variant rs1451367 as an

important contributor to the increased risk for Hispanic/Latino
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Figure 2. Two independent childhood ALL risk alleles in Hispanic/Latino individuals reside in an enhancer for IKZF1 that is most active in

pro-B cells

(A) Top: putative causal variants underlying Hispanic/Latino ALL GWAS signal 2 and signal 3, rs17133807 and rs1451367, respectively, lie 26 bp apart in a region

with strong interaction with IKZF1 promoter in promoter capture Hi-C data. Bottom: single-cell assay for transposase-accessible chromatin using sequencing

(ATAC sequencing) data showed strong accessibility in B cells and precursors, especially pro-B cells, but minimal or no accessibility in T cells or myeloid cells

obtained from healthy donors (see Figure S10 for details).

(B) ATAC sequencing coverage in 156 patients with B cell ALL displayed by genotype for putative causal variants underlying GWAS signals 1–3. Genotypes are

ordered by non-risk allele homozygotes, non-risk/risk allele heterozygotes, and risk allele homozygotes (rs11765436: T/T, T/A, A/A; rs1451367: C/C, C/T, T/T;

rs17133807: G/G, G/A, A/A). For each SNP, the patients with B cell ALL were categorized into three groups based on a read coverage cutoff of 5: non-risk/non-

risk, where non-risk allele reads are >5 and risk allele reads are <5; non-risk/risk, where both risk and non-risk allele reads are >5; and risk/risk, where risk allele

reads are >5 and non-risk allele reads are <5. ATAC sequencing read counts normalized by reads per million are shown (see Table S11 for details), and the

p values were calculated using one-tailed Wilcoxon tests.
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children to acquire ALL, we sought to define the mechanisms

through which this risk arises. At the IKZF1 regulatory element

harboring putative causal variants rs17133807 and rs1451367,

at Hispanic/Latino GWAS signals 2 and 3, we found strong

chromatin accessibility in B cells and their precursors, with

the greatest accessibility at the pro-B stage but minimal or
no accessibility in other lineages (Figures 2 and S10).27 These

SNPs might, therefore, influence ALL predisposition during

early B cell development, particularly during the transition

from pro- to pre-B cells. This finding is consistent with the

observation that IKZF1 SNPs appear to confer risk for B-pre-

cursor ALL and not for T cell ALL.28 In promoter capture Hi-C
Cell Genomics 4, 100526, April 10, 2024 5
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data from human B lymphoblastoid cells, this regulatory region

showed a strong interaction with the promoter of IKZF1, which

itself harbored the ALL risk variants tagging the signal 1 lead

SNP rs4917017 (Figure 2A). This finding suggests that multiple

risk-variant-harboring regulatory elements might interact in

three-dimensional space to effectively alter gene regulation at

the IKZF1 locus.

We next examined a large collection of accessible chromatin

data from 156 patients with B-precursor ALL across a range of

subtypes29 and found that the rs1451367 and rs17133807 risk

alleles both significantly reduced chromatin accessibility (as

did the putative causal variant rs11765436 in the IKZF1 promoter

region at signal 1) (Figure 2B; Table S11). We additionally

observed that there was a significant allelic bias with reduced

representation of the risk allele in individuals heterozygous for

the variants (Figure S11).

Introduction of the regulatory region harboring variants

rs1451367 and rs17133807 upstream of a minimal promoter

solely exerted enhancer activity in REH cells, which resemble hu-

man pro-B cells, but did not have an impact on other human cell

lines, including HEK293T and HepG2 cells (Figure 3A). Impor-

tantly, both the rs1451367 and rs17133807 risk alleles individu-

ally reduced enhancer activity in REH cells but not in the other

cell models. When both variants were present, we noted even

further reduced activity, although this is of unclear genetic rele-

vance, as the risk variants are found on different haplotypes.

Collectively, we show that the Hispanic/Latino-population-en-

riched ALL risk variant in the IKZF1 locus appears to reduce

expression, which is likely to have the biggest impact on IKZF1

during the pro- to pre-B cell transition, a developmental stage

at which transformation to ALL is thought to arise and a key stage

at which IKZF1 has a critical role.30,31

Next, we examined canonical motifs in the regulatory

element and found that rs1451367 was near an IKZF1 binding

motif.32,33 Intriguingly, we found a strong peak of IKZF1 bind-

ing to this precise region, with a peak around rs1451367 in hu-

man B lymphoblastoid cells suggesting direct chromatin occu-

pancy at this region (Figure 3B). Employing a sequence-based

method for defining how nucleotide variants may impact func-

tion that was trained on IKZF1 chromatin occupancy data, we

observed that the risk allele at rs1451367 was predicted to be

less likely to bind IKZF1 as well (Figure 3C). Given that IKZF1

increases in expression during the transition from early

lymphoid progenitors to lineage-committed B cell precursors

(Figure 3D), this regulatory element that harbors rs1451367

might have a critical role in enabling positive feedback of

IKZF1 on its own expression during these transitions.

To test the concept that this variant-harboring motif was

necessary for IKZF1 autoregulation during primary human B

cell development, we employed CRISPR-Cas9 genome editing

using dual single-guide RNAs (sgRNAs) to excise the IKZF1

binding motif and surrounding nucleotides (Figure S12A) in

primary human hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells

(HSPCs)34,35 that were then subject to coculture on MS-5 stro-

mal cells to enable B cell differentiation.36 At 3 weeks of differ-

entiation, when the population largely consists of pro- and

pre-B cells, we found that IKZF1 expression was reduced by

�20% in comparison with the AAVS1 control in the CD19+ frac-
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tion of cells (Figure 3E), with nearly 100% of alleles showing ed-

iting (Figure S12A). To assess the consequences of perturbing

IKZF1 directly and to a greater extent than can be achieved with

more modest expression alterations observed when perturbing

individual regulatory elements, we employed two independent

sgRNAs that significantly reduced IKZF1 protein expression

(Figures S12B–S12D) and resulted in reduced B cell produc-

tion, as noted by the presence of CD19+CD10+ cells, and an

accumulation of more immature progenitor cells that solely ex-

pressed CD10 after 3 weeks of coculture of edited HSPCs on

MS-5 stromal cells (Figure 3F).

DISCUSSION

The increased incidence of ALL in Hispanic/Latino individuals is

a well-established cancer disparity that impacts children and

AYAs across the US and Latin America,3,37 and understanding

its etiologies remains a priority in childhood health research.

We characterize a novel association locus at the established

risk gene IKZF1 that appears to explain a considerable portion

of the increased ALL risk in Hispanic/Latino individuals

compared to non-Hispanic White individuals, supported by its

large effect on ALL risk (OR = 1.44, 95% confidence interval =

1.33–1.55), and the relatively high RAF (18%) in Hispanic/

Latino populations but its near absence (<0.5%) in European

populations.

Hispanic/Latino populations across the Americas are highly

heterogeneous, comprising individuals who are culturally,

phenotypically, and genetically diverse. Furthermore, the inci-

dence of childhood ALL varies across different Hispanic/Latino

populations and appears to correlate with genetic ancestry,

with reported incidences being higher in countries where the

populations have relatively high IAM ancestry proportions,

such as Mexico and Ecuador, but lower in countries such as

Argentina where the population has a larger European ancestral

component.37–40 Similarly, the incidence of childhood ALL in Pu-

erto Rico, where the population has relatively high proportions of

European and African ancestry but much less IAM ancestry, is

lower than in Hispanic/Latino children in the contiguous

US.41,42 The majority of Hispanic/Latino patients with ALL in

our California-based study would have origins in Mexico and

other Central American countries (Table S1) and thus, on

average, have higher proportions of IAM ancestry compared to

Hispanic/Latino patients of, for example, Puerto Rican or Cuban

origin. It is important to note, however, that individuals of Central

American origin comprise the majority of Hispanic/Latino

individuals both in California and in the US overall. Thus, our

newly described IKZF1 risk variant, as well as other ALL risk al-

leles that correlate with IAM ancestry, are important ALL risk fac-

tors to consider for Hispanic/Latino children across the Americas

and, in particular, those with relatively high levels of IAM

ancestry.

Hispanic/Latino individuals appear to be unique in harboring

three independent ALL risk loci at IKZF1, and results from our

study suggest, for the first time, that variants in IKZF1 contribute

to the increased risk of ALL in Hispanic/Latino children relative to

children of predominantly European ancestry. This is supported

by the considerable difference in RAFs between the two
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Figure 3. Functional impact of IKZF1 variants on enhancer activity, IKZF1 regulation, and implications for B cell development

(A) IKZF1 putative causal variants were found to reduce enhancer activity in lentiviral reporter assays. Lentiviral reporters were introduced at the samemultiplicity

of infection as assessed by quantitative PCR of the WPRE element into (top) REH, (middle) HepG2, and (bottom) HEK293T cells. Geometric mean fluorescence

intensity of GFPwasmeasured by flow cytometry. Two-sided p values of 0.05 or less were considered to indicate statistical significance. All data are presented as

the mean ± the standard deviation (n = 3; *p < 0.05, ***p < 0.001, ****p < 0.0001).

(B) rs1451367 overlaps IKZF1 binding peak in human B lymphoblastoid cell chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) data.

(C) rs1451367 risk allele disrupts an IKZF1 binding motif based on global ChIP-seq data analysis.

(D) IKZF1 expression changes along the B cell developmental trajectory. Single-cell RNA sequencing revealing increasing IKZF1 expression from early he-

matopoietic progenitors to mature B cells is shown as a pseudo-time trajectory.

(E) Reduced IKZF1mRNA expression in B cell progenitors derived from differentiation of human HSPCs by qPCR after ribonucleoprotein-mediated introduction

of microdeletions involving the IKZF1 transcription factor binding motif within the enhancer region. All data are presented as the mean ± the standard deviation (n

= 3; *p < 0.05).

(F) Genome editing of IKZF1 results in an accumulation of CD10+CD19� B cell progenitors and impaired differentiation of CD19+CD10+ maturing B precursors

after 3 weeks of coculture of human hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells on MS-5 stromal cells.
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populations for both the IKZF1 signal 1 and 3 lead SNPs and the

fact that, for both variants, the RAF reported in Indigenous Amer-

ican individuals is higher than in any other population.

The IKZF1 variants likely contribute significantly to the

increased ALL risk in Hispanic/Latino individuals both in the US

and in Latin America, with some of the highest global rates of

childhood ALL reported in Mexico City.37,43 Efforts are underway

to understand the genetic diversity that exists across Indigenous

American subpopulations,39,40 and it will be important to eluci-

date how different Indigenous American ancestries influence

allele frequencies and effect sizes at IKZF1 and other ALL risk

loci for future precision prevention efforts to alleviate the

disparity in ALL incidence in Hispanic/Latino individuals.

The strong correlation between the rs76880433 risk allele and

IAM ancestry motivated our analysis of signatures of selection at

this locus, which revealed significant selection in Hispanic/Latino

populations but not in East Asian or European populations. While

multiple aspects of this model require further confirmation, we

speculate an evolutionary model in which the haplotype contain-

ing the rs76880433 risk allele (1) was introduced after the split of

Asian and European populations, (2) drifted neutrally to a fre-

quency of�20% prior to the split between East Asian and Indig-

enous American populations, and (3) was subsequently posi-

tively selected in Indigenous American individuals, resulting in

a dramatically increased frequency in both ancient and modern

American samples over at least the last 13,000 years (Figure 1G).

We speculate that the risk allele arose after the split of Asian and

European populations to explain its extremely low frequency

(0.2%) among European populations; the few haplotypes found

in IBS could be due to back-migrations from Indigenous Amer-

ican individuals. However, the estimated allele age (28–52 ka)

spans the likely time frame of population split between European

and Asian populations, and thus the allele may have predated

the split but remained low in frequency among European popu-

lations due to other demographic events. Similarly, we sus-

pected that the allele drifted neutrally before the split between

East Asian and Indigenous American populations to explain the

lack of selection signals in genealogies from CHS, but the rela-

tively low frequency in East Asian individuals and the low sample

size in our study posed a challenge in mapping, fine-mapping,

and estimating selective effects in East Asian populations.

Despite these uncertainties, today, the RAF is highest among

Hispanic/Latino individuals with >50% estimated IAM ancestry

(RAF > 30%; Figure S6) as well as in the Indigenous American

samples from the HGDP (RAF = 0.50 from the gnomAD), possibly

as a result of positive selection specific to the Americas. The pre-

cise events in human history that underlie this selection remain

unknown, although it is interesting to note how many infectious

diseases in human history have shaped selection in alleles

that altered human immune responses,44 considering the role

IKZF1 plays in immune function and development.45–47

In addition to investigating the evolutionary origins of the

IKZF1 risk loci, we performed several analyses to shed light on

their functional mechanisms. Fine-mapping pinpointed likely

causal variants underlying the three association signals in

Hispanic/Latino individuals. We focused our attention on the as-

sociation signals 2 and 3 that spanned the IKZF1 30 region and

harbor putative causal variants that reside only 26 bp apart within
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the same regulatory element but on opposing haplotypes. We

demonstrate that this region is an enhancer for IKZF1 that is

most active in developing B cell progenitors.48 The Hispanic/

Latino risk allele in this regulatory region appears to reduce

enhancer activity, chromatin accessibility, and IKZF1 expres-

sion. Furthermore, we find that this regulatory element is

occupied by IKZF1 itself, and the putative causal variant for

the Hispanic/Latino-population-enriched association signal,

rs1451367, alters an IKZF1 binding motif, which when deleted

results in reduced IKZF1 expression, showing that this variant

likely disrupts a positive autoregulatory mechanism. The precise

mechanisms through which IKZF1 variants increase ALL risk are

yet to be determined, although we note that a reduction of IKZF1

expression stalls development at a stage of differentiation when

B cell progenitors have high proliferative potential and ongoing

expression of RAG recombinases that may mediate the forma-

tion of ALL-causing deletions and translocations via illegitimate

V(D)J recombination,49,50 thus increasing the vulnerability to ma-

lignant transformation.

In conclusion, our study demonstrates the molecular and

evolutionary mechanisms through which a single genetic variant

that impacts gene regulation explains a considerable portion of

the disparity in ALL risk in Hispanic/Latino children while also un-

covering mechanisms through which such risk can arise. Further

research is warranted to fully understand the contribution of ge-

netic variation to this disparity in ALL incidence and how this can

impact other clinical endpoints beyond the risk of developing

ALL that demonstrate racial/ethnic disparities, such as overall

survival, risk of relapse, and cytokine release syndrome with

chimeric antigen receptor T cell therapy.4,51,52

Limitations of the study
We note that although our results support that genetic variation

at the IKZF1 locus contributes to the increased risk of ALL in

Hispanic/Latino children, further analysis using GWASs with

larger sample sizes will be required to obtain amore accurate es-

timate of the effects of IKZF1 risk alleles on childhood ALL risk.

The novel IKZF1 risk allele is also common in East Asian popula-

tions (RAF = 19%), and our East Asian GWAS results suggest

that this locus contributes to ALL risk in this population; however,

East Asian populations appear to lack the IKZF1 promoter region

association signal. Small sample size may have impaired our

ability to detect independent signals at IKZF1 in East Asian indi-

viduals, although it is important to note that this population has a

similar incidence of childhood ALL to non-Hispanic White indi-

viduals.53 We were also limited in our ability to investigate asso-

ciation signals in African American individuals, who have the

lowest risk of ALL in the US, due to small sample size, with

only 128 cases in the CCRLP.18 Future studies to understand

the contribution of genetic variation to ALL risk in African Amer-

ican children will be important aswell. Finally, while we have con-

ducted a number of functional studies of this variant-harboring

regulatory element using exogenous reporter assays, functional

assessments from genomic data, and genome editing in human

HSPCs, future studies will employ emerging tools, such as base

editors,54 to more precisely define the functional impact of the

single-nucleotide variant on B cell development and IKZF1

expression.
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Deposited data

Association results This study Table S2

Resource for Genetic Epidemiology Research on

Aging (GERA) genotype data

Kvale et al.55 dbGaP accession number:

phs000788.v1.p2

Children’s Oncology Group (COG)/St. Jude Children’s

Research Hospital study genotype data

Qian et al.17 dbGaP accession number:

phs000638.v1.p1, phs000637.v1.p1

Genes-environments and Admixture in Latino Asthmatics

(GALA II) whole-genome sequencing and RNA

sequencing data

Kachuri et al.41 dbGaP accession number: phs000920

Study of African Americans, Asthma, Genes, and

Environments (SAGE) whole-genome

sequencing and RNA sequencing data

Kachuri et al.41 dbGaP accession number: phs000921

1000 Genomes Project Phase 3 data 1000 Genomes Project

Consortium56

https://ftp.1000genomes.ebi.ac.uk/

vol1/ftp/release/20130502

Genome Aggregation Database (gnomAD) v3.1 Karczewski et al.57 https://gnomad.broadinstitute.org/

downloads#v3

Hematopoiesis single-cell ATAC-sequencing data Yu et al.,27 Granja et al.,58

Satpathy et al.59
https://github.com/GreenleafLab/

MPAL-Single-Cell-2019,

https://github.com/GreenleafLab/

10x-scATAC-2019

Hematopoiesis single-cell RNA-sequencing data Granja et al.58 https://github.com/GreenleafLab/

MPAL-Single-Cell-2019

ATAC-sequencing data from 156 B cell ALL patients Barnett et al.29 GEO: GSE226400

IKZF1 ChIP-seq data for GM12878 ENCODE Project Consortium60 GEO: GSE105587

Promoter capture Hi-C data for GM12878 Bhattacharyya et al.61 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3255048

eQTL summary statistics, ancestry-specific eQTLs,

and TWAS models developed using data from

GALA II and SAGE participants

Kachuri et al.41 https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7735723

GTEx Consortium eQTL data GTEx Consortium23 https://www.gtexportal.org/home/

eQTLGen Consortium eQTL data Võsa et al.24 https://eqtlgen.org/cis-eqtls.html

ImmuNexUT eQTL data Ota et al.25 https://www.immunexut.org/

Pre-calculated trees for each 1KG population Speidel et al.62 https://zenodo.org/record/3234689#.

Y2VdouzML0p/

Ancient genome shotgun sequencing data Posth et al.,63 Mallick et al.,64

Moreno-Mayar et al.,65

Scheib et al.,66 Lindo et al.,67

de la Fuente et al.,68 Capodiferro

et al.,69 Rasmussen et al.,70

Rasmussen et al.,71 Raghavan

et al.,72 Skoglund et al.73

ENA: PRJEB28961, PRJEB9586,

ERP010710, PRJEB29074,

PRJEB25445, PRJNA470966,

PRJEB24629, PRJEB42372, PRJEB9733

NCBI SRA: SRX381032, SRS937952

Human genome reference sequence hg38 UCSC Genome Browser https://hgdownload.soe.ucsc.edu/

downloads.html

Software and algorithms

PLINK v2.0 Chang et al.74 https://www.cog-genomics.org/plink/2.0/

LDLink Machiela et al.75 https://ldlink.nih.gov/

TOPMed Imputation Server Taliun et al.76 https://imputation.biodatacatalyst.

nhlbi.nih.gov/

susieR Zou et al.,77 Wang et al.78 https://github.com/stephenslab/susieR

RFMix Maples et al.79 https://github.com/slowkoni/rfmix
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ADMIXTURE Alexander et al.80 https://dalexander.github.io/admixture/

download.html

Relate Speidel et al.62 https://myersgroup.github.io/relate/

samtools Li et al.81 https://www.htslib.org/

SRA Toolkit Github https://github.com/ncbi/sra-tools

cutadapt Martin82 https://cutadapt.readthedocs.io/en/stable/

FastQC Github https://github.com/s-andrews/FastQC

Bowtie2 Langmead et al.83 https://bowtie-bio.sourceforge.net/bowtie2

CHiCAGO Cairns et al.84 https://www.bioconductor.org/packages/

release/bioc/html/Chicago.html

LI-COR Image Studio Lite LICOR Biosciences RRID: SCR_013715

FlowJo FlowJo LLC RRID: SCR_008520

Chemicals, peptides, and recombinant proteins

Roche EDTA-free complete protease inhibitor cocktail Roche Cat: 11697498001

RIPA Buffer Thermo Scientific Cat: 89900

Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle Medium-High

Glucose (DMEM)

Life Technologies Cat: 11965-118

Iscove’s Modified Dulbecco’s Medium (IMDM) StemCell Technologies Cat: 36150

Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) BioTechne Cat: S11550

Penicillin-Streptomycin GIBCO Cat: 15140-122

StemSpan SFEM II medium StemCell Technologies Cat: 02690

StemSpan CC100 StemCell Technologies Cat: 02690

2-mercaptoethanol Gibco Cat: 21985023

PBS GIBCO Cat: 10010-023

L-Glutamine Thermo Fisher Scientific Cat: 25-030-081

Penicillin/Streptomycin Life Technologies Cat: 15140-122

Electroporation enhancer IDT Cat: 1075915

P3 Lonza buffer with supplement Lonza Cat: V4XP-3032

HiFi Cas9 Nuclease V3 IDT Cat: 1081061

RPMI Life Technologies Cat: 11875085

EasySep Human CD34 Positive Selection Kit II StemCell Technologies Cat: 17856

RosetteSep Human Hematopoietic

Progenitor Cell Enrichment Cocktail

StemCell Technologies Cat: 15066

Ficoll-Paque GE Healthcare Cat: 45-001-751

TPO Peprotech Cat: 300-18

Recombinant IL7 StemCell Technologies Cat: 78053

AllPrep DNA/RNA Mini kit QIAGEN Cat: 80204

OneShot TOP10 Chemically Competent Cells Invitrogen Cat: C404006

4–12% Criterion XT Bis-Tris Protein Gel Bio-Rad Cat: 3450124

Blocking buffer LICOR Biosciences Cat: 927-70001

7-AAD BD Biosciences Cat: 51-68981E

Recombinant Anti-Ikaros antibody Abcam Cat: ab191394; RRID: AB_3073859

Monoclonal Beta Actin Antibody Santa Cruz Biotechnology Cat: sc-47778; RRID: AB_626632

Platinum II Hot-Start PCR Master Mix Invitrogen Cat: 14000012

Tween 20 Sigma Aldrich Cat: P9416

IRDye Secondary Antibodies LI-COR Biosciences Cat: 926–68072; RRID: AB_10953628

Cat: 926-32212; RRID: AB_621847

FcR Blocking Reagent Miltenyi Cat: 130-059-901

CD34-Alexa488 BioLegend Cat: 343517; RRID: AB_1937204
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CD10-PE Beckman-Coulter Cat: IM1915U; RRID: AB_131294

CD19-BV421 BD Biosciences Cat: 562440; RRID: AB_11153299

CD20-Pe-Cy7 BD Biosciences Cat: 560735; RRID: AB_1727450

CD33-APC BioLegend Cat: 303407; RRID: AB_314351

Lenti-X Integration Site Analysis Kit Takara Cat: 631263

NucleoBond Xtra Maxi Macherey-Nagel Cat: 740424.50

Oligonucleotides

Primers and oligonucleotides IDT See STAR Methods

sgRNAs Synthego See STAR Methods

Recombinant DNA

pLKO lentiviral construct Genetic Perturbation Platform,

Broad Institute

Cat: TRC046

Biological samples

Human CD34+ hematopoietic stem and

progenitor cells, adult

Fred Hutchinson Cancer

Research Center

N/A

Cord Blood Unit for umbilical cord-derived CD34+

hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells

Dana Farber Pasquarello

Tissue Bank

N/A

Experimental models: Cell lines

293T cells ATCC Cat: CRL-3216

Reh cells ATCC Cat: CRL-8286

MS-5 DSMZ-German Collection of

Microorganisms and Cell

Cultures

Cat: ACC 441

HepG2 ATCC Cat: HB-8065
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Lead contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Vijay G.

Sankaran (sankaran@broadinstitute.org).

Materials availability
All unique materials will be available upon request to the lead contact.

Data and code availability
This study included the analysis of data derived frombiospecimens from the California Biobank Program (CCRLP study). Any upload-

ing of genomic data and/or sharing of these biospecimens or individual data derived from these biospecimens has been determined

to violate the statutory scheme of theCalifornia Health and Safety CodeSections 124980(j); 124991(b), (g), and (h); and 103850 (a) and

(d), which protect the confidential nature of biospecimens and individual data derived from biospecimens. Should we be contacted

by other investigators who would like to use the data, we will direct them to the California Department of Public Health Institutional

Review Board to establish their own approved protocol to utilize the data, which can then be shared peer-to-peer.

The GWAS summary statistics at the IKZF1 locus are included in Table S2. Genotype data for the Genetic Epidemiology Research

on Aging (GERA) study controls are available on dbGAP under accession number phs000788.v1.p2. Genotype data for the Children’s

Oncology Group (COG)/St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital study ALL patients are available on dbGaP under accession number

phs000638.v1.p1 and phs000637.v1.p1.

Whole genome sequencing and whole blood RNA sequencing data from the Genes-environments and Admixture in Latino Asth-

matics (GALA II) study and the Study of African Americans, Asthma, Genes, and Environments (SAGE), generated as part of the

NHLBI TOPMed program, are available dbGaP under accession numbers phs000920 (GALA II) and phs000921 (SAGE). Summary

statistics for cis- and trans-eQTLs, a catalog of ancestry-specific eQTLs, and TWAS models developed using data from GALA II

and SAGE participants have been posted in a public repository at https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.7735723.

All other data are available in the cited references.
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EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND STUDY PARTICIPANT DETAILS

Cell lines
MS-5, REH, 293T, and HepG2 cells were cultured and handled as discussed below. Primary human hematopoietic stem and pro-

genitor cells were isolated from deidentified and discarded cord blood samples made available through the Pasquarello Tissue

Bank at the Dana-Farber Cancer Institute.

Study subjects
The study protocol was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at the California Health and Human Services Agency, University

of Southern California, University of California San Francisco, and Yale University. This study includes childhood ALL cases and con-

trols identified in the California Cancer Records Linkage Project (CCRLP).18 The acquisition of newborn dried bloodspot (DBS) sam-

ples has been described in detail previously.12 Briefly, DBS for cases and controls were obtained from the California Biobank Pro-

gram (California Biobank Program SIS request # 1380), California Department of Public Health (CDPH), Genetic Disease Screening

Program, with a waiver of consent from the Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects of the State of California. Childhood ALL

cases (%14 years of age) were identified through linkage between the CDPH statewide birth records (years 1982–2009) and the Cal-

ifornia Cancer Registry (CCR, diagnosis years 1988–2011), and controls were randomly selected and matched on year and month of

birth, sex, and race and ethnicity (categorized as non-Hispanic White, non-Hispanic Black, Hispanic/Latino [any race], non-Hispanic

Asian/Pacific Islander, other) as reported in the birth records. Additional controls were included from the Genetic Epidemiology

Research on Aging (GERA) study (dbGaP accession: phs000788.v1.p2). ALL molecular subtype analysis was conducted using pa-

tients included in Children’s Oncology Group (COG)/St. Jude Children’s Research Hospital studies.17

Race and ethnicity are considered social constructs but they are also correlated with genetic ancestry.85 Since recruitment of

participants in studies can only be practically done based on self-described race and ethnicity, we used those variables to select

participants. In this study, analyses were limited to participants who were self-reported as Hispanic/Latino, non-Hispanic White,

or East Asian, as described below. These participant groupings were retained for genetic association analyses to align the findings

of this study with the well-documented disparity in ALL in the United States, with significantly higher incidence in the Hispanic/Latino

population.

METHOD DETAILS

Genome-wide SNP data processing, quality control, and imputation
Genome-wide SNP genotyping was performed for all individuals in CCRLP and GERA using the Affymetrix AxiomWorld LAT array.12

Quality control (QC) of SNP array data and samples were carried out in each population group, as previously described in our recent

trans-ancestry GWAS meta-analysis of ALL.18 In brief, for pre-imputation QC, we excluded the sex chromosomes and filtered out

SNPs based on call rates <98%, minor allele frequency (MAF) < 0.01, and Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in controls (p < 10�5), and

removed samples based on genome-wide relatedness (PI_HAT>0.20), genome heterozygosity rate (mean heterozygosity± 6Std),

and call rates <95%. In general, we included individuals in each of the three population groups based on their self-reported race/

ethnicity and did not reassign individuals based on estimated genetic ancestry.18 Principal components analysis (PCA) was per-

formed for each population group along with reference data from 1000 Genomes Project (1KG)56 to identify extreme outlier individ-

uals that, consistent with incurring excessive technical errors during the data generation process, clustered separately from other

individuals in their self-reported race-ethnicity groups. Among self-reported Asian individuals, we identified a small subset (29 cases

and 51 controls fromCCRLP, 31 individuals fromGERA) that clustered with South Asian reference individuals andwere subsequently

removed from our analyses, with remaining individuals classified as East Asian individuals. In a global PCA plot (Figure S13), a small

number of Hispanic/Latino individuals clustered with other populations, but these were retained in the GWAS as our inclusion criteria

were based on self-reported race/ethnicity. Pre-imputation GWAS was performed between population-matched CCRLP controls

and GERA individuals to protect against between-cohort batch effects.18

Whole-genome imputation was performed for each population group, separately for CCRLP and GERA datasets, using the

TOPMed Imputation Server,76 with additional QC filtering performed post-imputation. We removed variants in each population group

based on imputation quality (r2 < 0.3), MAF (<0.01), and allele frequency difference between non-Finnish Europeans in the Genome

Aggregation Database (gnomAD)57 and CCRLP non-Hispanic White controls (>0.1). We next performed another GWAS between

CCRLP controls and GERA individuals and removed variants with P < 1x10�5. CCRLP and GERA datasets for Hispanic/Latino,

non-Hispanic White, and East Asian individuals were then merged to perform the GWAS of childhood ALL. After quality control

filtering, the Hispanic/Latino GWAS included 1,878 cases and 8,441 controls, the non-Hispanic White GWAS included 1,162 cases

and 57,341 controls, and the East Asian GWAS included 318 cases and 5,017 controls.

Cell lines
MS-5 cells (DSMZ)were cultured at 37�C in IMDM (StemCell) supplementedwith 10%FBS, 50 mM2-Mercaptoethanol (Gibco) and 1%

penicillin/streptomycin. 24–48 h prior to establishment of co-culturewithHSPCs, cells were pre-plated in a 24well plate at 33 10̂ 4 per

well. REHcells (ATCC)were cultured at 37�C inRPMI (Life Technologies) supplementedwith 10%FBSand1%penicillin/streptomycin.
e4 Cell Genomics 4, 100526, April 10, 2024
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Both 293T cells and HepG2 cells (ATCC) were cultured at 37�C in DMEM (Life Technologies) supplemented with 10% FBS and 1%

penicillin/streptomycin.

Primary cell culture
B-cell progenitors were derived fromdifferentiation of human hematopoietic stem and progenitor cells (HSPCs). HSPCswere purified

from discarded umbilical cord blood samples of healthy newborns using the EasySep Human CD34 Positive Selection Kit II following

pre-enrichment with RosetteSep Pre-enrichment cocktail (Stem Cell Technologies) and mononuclear cell isolation on a Ficoll-Paque

(GE Healthcare) density gradient. Cells were initially cultured and expanded at 37�C and 5% O2 in serum-free medium consisting of

StemSpan II medium (Stem Cell Technologies) supplemented with CC100 cytokine cocktail (Stem Cell Technologies) and 50 ng/mL

TPO (Peprotech).35 Confluency was maintained between 5 3 10̂ 5 and 1 3 10̂ 6 cells per mL. After 5 days of expansion culture,

HSPCs were co-cultured with the MS-5 stromal layer to facilitate B-cell differentiation. Cells were maintained for 3–5 weeks with

bi-weekly feedings with 5% FBS, IMDM (StemCell), and 1% penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco) supplemented with 10 ng/mL recombi-

nant IL7 (StemCell).36

CRISPR/Cas9-genome editing and analysis
CRISPR/Cas9genomeeditingofHSPCswasperformedwhile cellswere inprogenitormaintenancemedia.35Electroporationwasper-

formed 48 h after thawing of cord-blood derived CD34+ HSPCs using the Lonza 4D Nucleofector kit. The RNP complex wasmade by

combining 100 pmol Cas9 (IDT) and 100 pmol modified sgRNA (Synthego) targeting IKZF1 or AAVS1 (using single synthetic guide

RNAs to introduce indels: IKZF1 sg1: 50-CCUGUAAGCGAUACUCCAGA-30; sg2: 50-CCCUGUAAGCGAUACUCCAG-30 or AAVS1
50-GGGGCCACUAGGGACAGGAU-30) or the IKZF1 binding motif within the enhancer sequence (using pairs of synthetic guide

RNAs to introduce microdeletions: IKZF1 Enh sg1: 50-GCAGATGGGCCCTGGCAACT-30; sg2: 50-GCACAACTGGAACCTGCTGG-30

or AAVS1 sg1: 50-GGGGCCACUAGGGACAGGAU-30; sg2: 50-GGGACCACCUUAUAUUCCCA-30) and incubating at room tempera-

ture for 30 min. Between 1 3 10̂ 5 and 5 3 10̂ 5 HSPCs were resuspended in 20 mL P3 solution with 1 mL electroporation enhancer

(IDT) and mixed with the RNP to undergo nucleofection with program DZ-100. Cells were returned to HSC medium and editing effi-

ciency was measured at 48 h after electroporation, unless otherwise indicated. For this, genomic DNA and RNA was extracted using

the AllPrep DNA/RNAMini kit (QIAGEN) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Genomic DNA PCRwas performed using Plat-

inum II Hotstart Mastermix (Thermo Fisher). Edited allele frequencywas detected by Sanger sequencing and analyzed by Inference of

CRISPR Edits (ICE) (ice.syngthego.com). The following primer pairs were used: IKZF1-exon 3 (forward: 50-AGTGTCTGGGATTATA

GGTGATTG-30; reverse: 50-CCCATCCTGCTGATCTTTGT-30); IKZF1 enhancer region (forward: 50-CACGTCTGGGATCTGGGC

TTCT-30; reverse: 50-GGGATCACATGTGGTCGCAACC-30) and AAVS1 (forward: 50-GGCTCTGGTTCTGGGTACTT-30; reverse:

50-TCTCTCCTTGCCAGAACC -30). The experiment was performed in triplicate, representative editing efficiencies are displayed in

Figure S12.

Western blotting
The effect of genome editing of HSPCs on IKZF1 protein expression was detected bywestern blotting. Cells were harvested, washed

with ice-cold PBS and resuspended in radioimmunoassay lysis buffer (50 mM Tris, 150 mM NaCl, 0.1% SDS, 1% NP-40, 0.5% so-

dium deoxycholate) (Thermo Scientific) supplemented with 13 Complete Protease Inhibitor Cocktail (Roche). After centrifugation at

14,000 rpm for 15min at 4�C to remove cellular debris, whole cell lysates were denatured at 90�C for 10min. Equal amounts of protein

were separated by SDS gel electrophoresis using 4–12% polyacrylamide gels (Bio-Rad). Subsequently, proteins were transferred

onto a polyvinylidene fluoride membrane. Membranes were incubated with blocking buffer (LICOR Biosciences) and probed with

rabbit monoclonal antibody to IKZF1 (ab191394; Abcam), and mouse monoclonal antibody to actin (sc-47778; Santa Cruz Biotech-

nology) all at a 1:1,000 dilution overnight at 4�C. Membranes were then washed with PBS with 0.1% Tween, incubated with second-

ary antibodies (IRDye Secondary Antibodies; LI-COR Biosciences), and analyzed using the LI-COR Odyssey imaging system.

Flow cytometry
Cells were harvested, filtered, washed with PBS supplemented with 2% FBS, incubated with FcR Blocking Reagent (Miltenyi) and

stained with the following panel of antibodies: anti-CD34-Alexa488 (BioLegend, 343517), anti-CD10-PE (Beckman-Coulter,

IM1915U), anti-CD19-BV421 (BD, 562440), anti-CD20-Pe-Cy7 (BD, 560735) and anti-CD33-APC (BioLegend, 303407). Flow cyto-

metric analyses were conducted on a BD Fortessa analyzer and all data were analyzed using FlowJo software.

Lentiviral reporter assays
The lentiviral reporter constructs were designed to deliver enhancer elements containing risk and non-risk alleles of rs1451367 and/or

rs17133807 positioned upstream of a minimal promoter (TATA box) driving a reporter eGFP.86 The constructs were generated after

modification of a pLKO lentiviral construct (TRC046, Genetic Perturbation Platform, Broad Institute). Lentiviral supernatants pro-

duced by transient transfection in 293Ts were concentrated and titered by qPCR. Provirus copy number per cell were quantified us-

ing the Lenti Integration Site Analysis Kit (Takara). Titered lentivirus was then used to transduce REH, 293T, and HepG2 cells. Cell

lines were cultured for 72 h and reporter GFP expression was measured by flow cytometry.
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QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Chromosome 7p12 association testing and conditional analysis
SNP association testing was limited to a �600 kb region centered +/�250 kb around the IKZF1 gene at chromosome 7p12.2-p12.1

(chr7: 50,054,716–50,655,101, hg38). In each population group, we used PLINK v2.074 to test the association between imputed ge-

notype dosage and case-control status in logistic regression, after adjusting for the top 20 principal components (PCs). We did not

include sex as a covariate, and we found sex was not correlated with genotype dosage of any of the putatively associated SNPs

(p > 0.05). Next, we repeated the association testing in each population group conditioning on the top SNP in that group, by including

it as an additional covariate in the logistic regression model (conditional test 1). Then, we repeated the association testing condition-

ing on the top SNP in themain GWAS plus the top SNP in conditional test 1 (conditional test 2). In Hispanic/Latino individuals, where 3

independent loci were identified, we repeated analysis conditioning on top SNPs from themainmarginal GWAS and conditional tests

1 and 2. A genome-wide threshold of p < 5 x 10�8 was used for significance in each test. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) between SNPs in

1KG populations was assessed using the LDlink tool.75

The IKZF1 GRS was calculated in Hispanic/Latino individuals including the three lead independent risk variants weighted by their

corresponding marginal (signal 1 lead SNP rs4917017) or conditional (signal 2 lead SNP rs10272724 adjusted for signal 1, and signal

3 lead SNP rs76880433 adjusted for signals 1 and 2) effect estimates obtained from the Hispanic/Latino GWAS of ALL. The IKZF1

GRS in non-Hispanic White individuals included the two lead independent risk variants weighted by their marginal (signal 1 lead SNP

rs17133805) or conditional (signal 2 lead SNP rs9886239 adjusted for signal 1) effect estimates obtained from the non-HispanicWhite

ALL GWAS.

Statistical fine-mapping
To prioritize potentially causal variants underlying the observed risk in GWAS summary data, we performed summary-based statis-

tical fine-mapping using SuSiE77 focusing on �2.1Mb region centered around risk variants rs4917017 and rs10272724, which

included 2191, 2152, and 2067 variants in Hispanic/Latino, non-Hispanic White, and East Asian individuals, respectively. To account

for LD among test statistics, we estimated in-sample LD for each population group after regressing out GWAS covariates from ge-

notype dosages, an approach similar to that described in ref. 87. To ensure our GWAS test statistics were robust to residualized LD

estimates and reduce false positives due to misassigned ref/alt alleles (i.e., allele flips), we performed a kriging analysis using SuSiE.

Using the SuSiE-recommended LRT thresholds, we found little support for inconsistencies between LD estimates andGWAS results.

Lastly, we set the maximum number of causal variants as 10 and reported 90% credible sets for each population.

Genetic ancestry analysis
We assessed the association between IKZF1 risk alleles and Indigenous American ancestry among CCRLP Hispanic/Latino individ-

uals. Global and local ancestry inference were performed on CCRLP Hispanic/Latino cases and controls using RFMix,79 using a

reference panel consisting of 671 non-Finnish European individuals for European ancestry, 708 African individuals for African

ancestry, and 94 Latino/Admixed American (AMR) individuals (7 Colombian, 12 Karitianan, 14 Mayan, 4 Mexican ancestry in Los An-

geles [MXL], 37 Peruvian in Lima Peru [PEL], 12 Pima, and 8 Surui) for Indigenous American ancestry from gnomAD v3.1 release.57

The 94 AMR individuals were selected based on havingmore than 85% Indigenous American ancestry in an unsupervised analysis of

global ancestry of AMR individuals from the 1KG,56 using ADMIXTURE.80 After estimating local ancestry for each individual, we strat-

ified Hispanic/Latino individuals into whether they carried zero copies or at least 1 copy of the haplotype derived from Indigenous

American ancestry, and in each group estimated the odds ratio (OR) for association of the three independent IKZF1 SNPs with

ALL risk in a logistic regression model for a series of conditional analyses on the top SNPs, adjusting for age, sex, and 20 principal

components using PLINK v2.0.74 For each individual, we calculated their proportions of global Indigenous American, European, and

African ancestry by summing local ancestry estimates across the genome.

Selection analysis
We retrieved pre-compiled estimates of the allelic ages and p values for positive selection for each of the IKZF1 risk alleles for IBS

(Iberian populations in Spain), CHS (Southern Han Chinese), PEL, and MXL populations from the 1KG. The estimates of allelic ages

and evidence of selection were based on an inferred genealogical tree spanning the IKZF1 locus. The genealogical trees were in-

ferred using Relate,62 and pre-calculated trees for each 1KG population are available for download at: https://zenodo.org/record/

3234689#.Y2VdouzML0p/. The allelic age is estimated as the mid-branch time in the number of generations for the branch of the

genealogy where the derived allele of each risk-associated SNPs arose. The age in generations was converted to years assuming

28 years per generation. The evidence of positive selection is based on the over-representation of lineages carrying the derived allele

at the tip of the genealogy, given the distribution of carrier and non-carrier haplotypes when the branch carrying the allele of interest

first branched into two sublineages.

Expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL) analysis
To examine the effects of the ALL risk SNPs on the expression of IKZF1 and nearby genes, we analyzed whole genome and whole

blood RNA sequencing data from the Genes-environments and Admixture in Latino Asthmatics (GALA II) study and the Study of
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African Americans, Asthma, Genes, and Environments (SAGE), which recruited asthma cases and controls between 8 and 21 years of

age.41 Effects on gene expression were estimated in 784 self-identified Mexican Americans and in participants grouped based on

Indigenous American (IAM) genetic ancestry. Associations in individuals with >50% IAM ancestry (IAMHigh; n = 610) were compared

to those with <10% (IAMLow; n = 1257), as described.41 Single-variant and haplotype analyses were performed using linear regres-

sion with adjustment for age, sex, case-control status, top 5 genetic ancestry PC’s, and 80 PEER factors to account for hidden con-

founding factors in the gene expression data.Cis-eQTL effects were considered statistically significant for variants with p values less

than the beta-approximated FastQTL p value at the false discovery rate <0.05 for a given gene (approximately PeQTL<63 10�4). For

the lead SNPs at signal 1, signal 2, and signal 3, we also looked for significant eQTL associations in publicly available datasets

including GTEx,23 eQTLGen,24 and the Immune Cell Gene Expression Atlas from the University of Tokyo (ImmuNexUT).25

Analysis of ancient genomes
To assess the allelic age of a putative causal variant at IKZF1, analysis of shotgun sequencing data from ancient American genomes

was performed, as has been described previously.63 Briefly, we analyzed the number of reads at the IKZF1 gene using samtools

version 1.3.181,88 mpileup with the settings -d 8000 -B -q30 -Q30 to obtain information about each read from the bam files of our

samples (Table S9). We used the fasta file from human genome GRCh37 (hg19) for the pileup. We counted the number of derived

and ancestral variants at each analyzed position using a custom Python script. In order to reduce the effect of damage characteristic

of ancient DNA (we note that this allele is a C to T change and thus similar to changes that are seen in ancient DNA), we used primarily

samples treated with UDG, which substantially reduces the effect of these transitions. We also clip the last 3 bp for UDG-treated

samples and 10 bp for non-UDG-treated samples to further decrease the effect of ancient damage. Lastly, we note that the most

important samples showing the finding of a T allele in the ancient Americas have a substantial fraction of their alleles being T, which

would not be possible if they only resulted from DNA damage characteristic of ancient DNA. The results were plotted based on co-

ordinates available for all ancient individuals using ggplot2.

Epigenomic and long-range chromatin interaction data analysis
The colocalization analysis was performed between functional signals, including chromatin accessibility and IKZF1 chromatin occu-

pancy, and each SNP individually. Accessible chromatin data spanning the full spectrum of human hematopoiesis were analyzed,

as previously described.27 The processed IKZF1 ChIP-seq (GSE105587) and promoter capture Hi-C datasets61 from human

B-lymphoblastoid cell line GM12878 were used to infer functional effects of SNPs. The IKZF1 binding motif was determined using

IKZF1 ChIP-seq data based on relative occupancy and the similarity to the determined motif was then compared in the presence

or absence with different variants at rs1451367. The long range chromatin interactions of IKZF1 promoter with CHiCAGO score

greater than 5 were kept for further analysis.84 A single cell RNA-seq dataset of hematopoiesis was analyzed58 and the gene expres-

sion of IKZF1 of cells belonging to B-cell developmental trajectory, ranging from early hematopoietic progenitors to mature B cells,

was examined.

Analysis of chromatin accessibility at IKZF1 risk variants in B-cell ALL patients
Raw ATAC-sequencing data from 156 B-cell ALL patients29 in SRA format were retrieved from the NCBI database (BioProject

PRJNA940132) and converted into fastq format using the fastq-dump-orig (v3.0.7) tool in SRA Toolkit. The adapter sequences

were sequentially removed with cutadapt (v 2.5),82 employing a minimum length cutoff of 5 (-m 5) and an adapter error rate of 0.2.

FastQC (v 0.12.1) was used to assess the quality of sequencing data. The reference genome of assembly hg38, chromosome 7,

where IKZF1 variants of interest are located, was obtained from UCSC. Bowtie2 (v 2.3.4.3)83 was utilized to map the reads to the

reference genome, with parameters set to multimapping = 2, -X 2000, and others kept as default. Samtools (v 1.9)81 mpileup was

employed to extract genotype information from genomic reads that overlap with inspected SNPs from the aligned BAM files for

each variant. A custom parser was developed and used for allele frequency calculation and result interpretation. Normalized

ATAC-sequencing read counts were compared between genotype groups for each SNP using the Wilcoxon rank-sum test (one-

tailed). Read counts for non-risk allele versus risk allele among SNP heterozygotes were compared using the pairedWilcoxon signed

rank test (one-tailed).
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